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This heat flow calorimeter with a solid neat transfer
medium comprises three cells each 20 mm in height _^,j£ in Figure 1
supported by pedestals screwed on to a heavy base _3., The central
cell careies~EKe absorbing sample _4_, the two others secve ta corrj-
pens-ate for the power absorbed in the. structure. Since they are
symmetrical with, respect, to the central cell any influence of flux
gradient iii the apparatus is 'eliminated.

Constantan aluminum thermocouples are soldered to the
base of each of the cells. The structure of the apparatus being
aluminum, only the constantan wires are required. The thermo-
couple <jrf the sampl-e cell 'J5_ is connected in opposition to those, of the
two compensating cells which are mounted in parallel. The connecting
wires are copper, the connections being made on a plate _8 fixed to
the base 3 .

The calorimeter is joined, to the end of a tube 7. 36 mm
in diameter assuring a good thermal contact between the base and
the water in the core.

The graphite sample is a hollov.- cylinder (interior
diameter 6 mm, exterior diameter 12 mm, height 20 mm). It is
mounted in the central cell. An axial hole in each of the three cells
contains a rod of alumina J9_ (diameter 2 mm, height ?.0 mm) \vith
the constantan heater the resistance of which has been previously
measured 10 .

The measurements are matte at equilibrium. The heat
produced escapes by conduction in the pedestal; the losse.s through
conduction to the air or by radiation arc n

The equation which is the bssis oC the Saclay calorimeter
is written:

Contre d'Ktudfc* Nu et «-air os tie Sn<:!ay, France,
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nip dl cm dT + AT/R dt

where m is the mass of the sample,
p the specific power produced in the sample,
t time,
c the specific heat of the sample,
T the temperature,
AT the difference in température between the cell being

measured and the constant reference temperature,
and R the thermal resistance between the two temperatures.

At equilibrium, the equation is written:

p = — ATm

where k is a calibration constant.

After having checked the linearity of the calorimeter by
electric heating, the measurement in the reactor is made in two steps:
the calorimeter is inserted into the desired position and the temperature
difference at equilibrium is measured; - without moving the
calorimeter a known amount of electric power is added to the nuclear
power induced in the sample for the calibration.

One can also apply a zero method: the temperature
difference between the sample cell and the two others is eliminated
by compensating for the nuclear heating in. the sample by the addition
of electric heating in the compensating cells. In this method, which
is more precise than the method of current addition, very careful
control of the operating conditions is required.

Performance and Applicatiois

The dimensions of this calorimeter were chosen fco
allow easy construction. Utilised mainly for routine measurements
in the core or in the periphery of swimming pool reactors, the design
of the standard instrument, answers the requirements of the irradiation
position and the operation of the reactor . In the same way, the
sensitivity of the calorimeter is adaipted to the conditions in this type
of reactor. Thus one can fix the lower limit of heating at 10 mW/g,
(with normal samples'); in this case, the relative e r r o r is estimated
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to bo ~ 20%; on the other hand, at ~ 100 mW/g, the precision is
mvu'h be t t e r and the error loss l:han 5%. It is difficult to fix an
upper limit to the measurable power as this depends on the cooling
conditions of the assembly. It may be noted however that heating
rates of 15 W/g are measured continuously in the core of the reactor
Osiris (graphite sample) and the linearity o£ the response has been
checked up to 30 W/g; under these conditions, the temperature of the
base is about 300°C. From the technical point of view, the
construction of the D. C. calorimeter presents no difficulty and can
be done in a very limited time. The accuracy checked during
continuous measurements in a high flux is very satisfactory and the
requirements for measurements outside the reactor are limited to a
galvanometer, ammeter and a stabilized current supply.

For particular applications, D. C. calorimeters have
been constructed with samples of various kinds. For example, the
use of polyethylene samples (2) for the measurement of the contribution
of elastic scattering of fast neutrons to the total heating in the core
of the swimming pool reactor, and the measurement of the power
dissipated in fissile samples. With regard to the latter example it
should be noted that the compensating cylinders themselves can be
used as samples, thus discriminating between the various components
of the total heating (gamma and thermal fission).

We are now developing the adaptation of the D. C.
calorimeter to the measurement of power at high fluxes in samples
at a very high temperature.

Results of the Measurements Made in M élu sine

Two identical calorimeters were used and their
characteristics are given below:

Calorimeter Sample Compensating Weight of
_________ Res_j__stance__ CellL_Res 1 stance Graphite Sample

1 4. 726 fi 4.685 Q 3.095 g

2 4.712 il 4.730 fi 3. 115 g

The composition of the graphite: Si -f B + Al -J- Mg -f Ti < 2000 .ppm;
Fe < 400 ppm; Ca < 400 ppm; Va < 400 ppm; total of impurities
< 3000 ppm.
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The f i r s t results obtained in the absence of the
monitoring calorimeter were not used.

In normalizing the results'to 160 mW/g in 71, one
obtains for the three positions

R = 456 ± 8 . 4 mWg"1 .(5 values)o*«

R = 208 ± 6 . 2 (3 values)

R0, = 102 (1 value)
o£

The errors are only given for 62 (2%) and 72(3%) for only, one
measurement was made in 82 during the operation of the monitor.
The values given above include results from both calorimeters.

In 62 the contribution of elastic scattering of fast
neutrons is about 25 mW/g, about 5% of the total heating (W -. T<p ,
T = 7 x 10~16 and p = 3. 6 x 1012 n cm'2 s"1). On the other hanel
this contribution is about 3% in 72 and becomes negligible in 82.
It should be noted that the error in the positioning of the center.of the
calorimeter with respect to the water box being about 4 mm, this
corresponds to an uncertainty of ±2% taking account of the distribution
and the attenuation of the flux.

Discussion

If the f irs t measurements made in the absence of the
monitor are included, assuming that they are normalized(160 mW/g)
the results are:

R'62 = 465 ± 10 rnWg"1 (7 values)

R' = 213 ± 1.0 rnW^-1 (6 values)
( i-j

R1 = 108 ± 3. 5 rnWg-3- (4 values)
o2

The range of the measurements is thus greater but ifc
can be said that the error does-not exceed 5%. Furthermore the
heating rate in 71 was, for the first measurements, probably greater
than 160 mW/g.
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